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Question No: 1 
You defined an Approved Supplier List (ASL) with a Blanket Purchase Agreement (BPA) for requisitions. After 
you submit a requisition with the BPA as a source document, you found an approved requisition and 
automatically created PO (Purchase Order). However, the status of this PO was confirmed as “Incomplete” 
instead of “Open” as expected. 
Identify two causes for this behavior. (Choose two.) 
A. The “Approval required for buyer modified lines” check box is deselected in the Configure Requisitioning 
Business Function. 
B. The “Enable negotiation approval” check box is deselected in the Configure Procurement Business Function. 
C. The “Automatically submit for approval” check box is deselected in the BPA that was referenced from the 
requisition. 
D. The “Allow Purchase Order Approval” check box is deselected in the Manage Approved Supplier List Status, 
which assigned ASL’s status. 
Answer: A,C 
 
Question No: 2 
During an Oracle Procurement Cloud implementation, you have been asked to provide View access to all 
purchasing documents to all buyers in Procurement Business Unit A. What will you do to configure this change? 
A. Define all buyers as employees in procurement Business Unit A. 
B. Configure a new document style and assign it to each buyer in “Manage Procurement Agent.” 
C. Modify “Configure Procurement Business Function” for procurement Business Unit A and provide access to 
all buyers. 
D. Update each buyer’s access using “Manage Procurement Agent” for procurement Business Unit A. 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 3 
During a Procurement Contract implementation, a customer would like to set up approvals for procurement 
contract documents. The customer has four departments and any contract needs to be approved by all the 
four department users. 
Identify the configuration to fulfill this requirement. 
A. Set up one approval group and include the four department users with voting regime as first responder 
wins. 
B. Set up one approval group and include the four department users with voting regime as consensus. 
C. Set up employee supervisor hierarchy for all four department users and add them to an approval group. 
D. Set up user group for the four departments and set up individual rules for the four department users. 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 4 
You have the following business requirements while configuring applications with related roles: 
 When creating an implementation project, you want to see the list of Offerings and Functional Areas that 

are configured for the project. 



 You want to identify which stage are all Offerings and Functional Areas in. 
Identify two setups that fulfill these requirements. (Choose two.) 
A. You should select the “Enable for Implementation” check box to specify the Options. 
B. After implementation tasks, you should set the status to “In Progress” or “Implemented”. 
C. You should have an IT Security role in order to fulfill these requirements. 
D. Although the Offering configuration can be changed any time, the changes will influence any of the existing 
implementation task lists. 
E. You should change the Provisioned to “No” to specify the Offering that you want to choose while create an 
implementation project. 
Answer: A,B 
 
Question No: 5 
When configuring the procurement business function document types, which two purchasing documents 
require change order templates to be set? 
A. Auctions 
B. Requests for Information 
C. Purchase Orders 
D. Requests for Quotation 
E. Agreements 
Answer: B,E 
 
Question No: 6 
When creating a non catalog requisition, a requester checks the ‘New Supplier’ checkbox. By checking this 
checkbox, the user is . 
A. triggering an automated process to intimate a new supplier to register with the user’s company 
B. triggering an automated process to create a new supplier 
C. required to execute an ESS (Enterprise Scheduler Service) job to initiate the supplier registration process 
D. suggesting a possible new supplier that requires further action by the Buyer and the Supplier Administrator 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 7 
During a Procurement Contract implementation, a customer would like to set up their own line type for buying 
services. They intend to use this line type for negotiating terms for future purchase of services and do not 
have a defined scope of work. 
Identify the source that the customer needs to select while creating the line type to meet this requirement. 
A. Free form, buy 
B. Item, buy 
C. Free form, buy agreement 
D. Item, buy agreement 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 8 
An organization implementing Supplier Qualification Management has multiple procurement business units: 
PR BU1, PR BU2, and PR BU3. The Corporate head office (CORP BU) is also defined as one of the procurement 



business units. 
The organization wants to maintain and manage the Qualification area-A for use by all the procurement 
business units, but wants the Qualification area-B to be used only by CORP BU and PR BU1. 
Identify two setups to fulfill this requirement. (Choose two.) 
A. Create the Qualification area-B in CORP BU and select PR BU1. 
B. Create the Qualification area-A in PR BU2 and select PR BU3. 
C. Create the Qualification area-B in CORP BU and select the “Global” check box. 
D. Create the Qualification area-A in CORP BU and select the “Global” check box. 
E. Create the question in CORP BU and select the “Global” check box. 
Answer: A,D 
 
Question No: 9 
An organization has initiated a campaign for energy conservation and wants all its suppliers to declare their 
carbon emissions. The Qualification manager is asked to create an initiative to collect the information and the 
certificates from suppliers. 
Identify the method to create a qualification area without any defined outcome for this requirement. 
A. Create questions. Create and add the questions to a qualification area, but do not select the “Information 
only” check box. 
B. Create questions. Create and add the questions to a qualification area and select the “Information only” 
check box. 
C. Create questions, but do not select “Response required”. Create and add questions to a qualification area, 
but do not select the “Information only” check box. 
D. Create questions, but do not select the “Response required” and “Critical question”. Create and add 
question to a qualification area. 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 10 
Your organization is implementing Supplier Qualification Management (SQM) and wants the supplier 
qualification process to be executed with segregation of duties in the following manner: 
 For qualification manager (Vendor development team-VD) 
 Independent evaluation (Procurement Department-PD) 
 Involvement of internal subject matter experts (SME) 
Identify the correct setup to meet this requirement. 
A. initiatives created and owned by VD, internal response and evaluation by SME 
B. initiatives created and owned by VD, internal response by SME, and evaluation by PD 
C. initiatives created and owned by VD, internal response by PD, and evaluation by SME 
D. initiatives created and owned by VD, internal response by VD, and evaluation by SME 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 11 
Five requisition lines of a single requisition document are available to process on to purchase order. But the 
buyer returned one requisition line to the requester for quantity modification. 
What will be the effect of this action on the remaining four requisition lines? 
A. They will be available to process on to purchase order. 



B. They will be put on hold until the requester resubmits the returned line with the correct quantity. 
C. They will be in the “withdrawn” status. 
D. They will get canceled. 
E. They will also get returned to the requester. 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 12 
Your customer is implementing Cloud Procurement across two countries: A and B. They need intercompany 
transactions to be carried out between these two entities. 
Identify the setup to fulfill this requirement. 
A. Supply Chain financial Orchestration agreement between business units of countries A and B. 
B. intercompany transaction between legal entities of countries A and B 
C. Supply Chain financial Orchestration agreement between legal entities of countries A and B 
D. intercompany transaction between business units of countries A and B 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 13 
In Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence (OTBI), which subject area should you use to report on spend for 
purchase orders and their associated requisitions? 
A. Procurement – Purchasing Real Time 
B. Procurement – Procure to Pay Real Time 
C. Procurement – Spend 
D. Procurement – Requisitions Real Time 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 14 
Your customer has requested you to set up a Procurement Business Unit to server the procurement needs of 
various Requisitioning Business Units. How would you set up the Shared Procurement model in Oracle 
Procurement Cloud? 
A. by setting up a Service Provider relationship in the Business Unit setup 
B. by setting up the Default Procurement BU in the Requisitioning Business Function 
C. by setting up a Procurement Business Unit and a Requisitioning Business Unit in the Functional Setup 
Manager 
D. by providing a default Business Unit in the Procurement Agent setup 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 15 
Identify the setup that allows news and information of interest to be published to suppliers through the Oracle 
Supplier Portal Cloud. 
A. setting up Specify Supplier News Content in the Functional Setup Manager 
B. enabling RSS feed from a customers corporate web portal 
C. configuring the “News Broadcast” field using the ‘Manage Supplier’ task 
D. enabling feed from social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and so on using ‘Manage Common 
Options for Purchasing’ 



Answer: B 
 
Question No: 16 
You want Supplier Accounts to be created by external supplier users in Supplier Portal. Which Supplier 
Registration option would allow this? 
A. Global Supplier Registration 
B. Discrete Supplier Registration 
C. Internal Supplier Registration 
D. External Supplier Registration 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 17 
Your customer is using Cloud Supplier Qualification Management and Procurement Sourcing. 
What three actions can the category manager take within a negotiation to solicit additional information from 
suppliers or internal users? (Choose three.) 
A. Solicit information in your negotiation that in in addition to negotiation lines. 
B. Copy Supplier Qualification Questions in the negotiation as a requirement. 
C. Copy the Supplier Qualification Area and use it as a requirement section. 
D. Create reusable Supplier Qualification questions directly in the negotiation. 
Answer: B,C,D 
 
Question No: 18 
You have defined your negotiation style and named it ‘ABC negotiation style’. Subsequently, you try to add 
collaboration team members on a negotiation that is based on the ‘ABC negotiation style’ and find that the 
‘Collaboration Team’ field is disabled. Identify the cause. 
A. The ‘Requirements and Instructions’ checkbox is unchecked in the style. 
B. The ‘Collaboration Team’ checkbox is unchecked in the style. 
C. Cost factors are not set up for negotiations for participants, causing no collaboration to negotiate cost. 
D. Online collaboration is visible only to the Requisition Preparer. 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 19 
An organization has been receiving incomplete Supplier Profile Data during the supplier onboarding and 
qualification process. 
Identify the way to ensure that the required Supplier Profile data is entered by a supplier during the 
qualification process. 
A. Create an initiative with questions classified by Standards Organization. 
B. Create an initiative with questions mapped to supplier attributes. 
C. Create an initiative with questions Responder Type is internal. 
D. Create an initiative with questions classified by Subject. 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 20 
Which option would the application first look at to default the Location field in the Purchase Order Line? 




